EXHIBIT A – TEMPLATE OF PUBLIC EXPLANATION TO BE POSTED (TO BE COMPLETED BY THE DOCUMENT PREPARER)

SUMMARY OF FLOODPLAIN IMPACTS

Date: 05/12/17

Project ID: MAD-71-6.68 18.74 PID 102050

Floodplain Affected: Bradford Creek

Description of Project:
Rehabilitation of the MAD-71-068 L+R structures carrying I-71 over Bradford Creek.

Why must this project be located in the Floodplain?

Project located on existing I-71 alignment, existing bridge located in floodplain.

What alternative sites were considered, if any?

None — Rehabilitation work to existing bridge being performed.

Were any mitigation measures utilized on this project? If so, please describe.

No — There will be permanent fill placed in the floodplain as a result of this project.

To the best of my knowledge, this project has complied with all applicable Local, State, and Federal Floodplain protection standards.

Print Name: Sage Flannagan

Signature: 

Title: Project Manager
SUMMARY OF FLOODPLAIN IMPACTS

Date: 09/12/17

Project ID: MAB-71-6.6818.74 PID 162080

Floodplain Affected: Deer Creek

Description of Project:
Rehabilitation of the MAB-71-0874 L4-R Structures carrying I-71 over Deer Creek.

Why must this project be located in the Floodplain?
Project located on existing I-71 alignment, existing bridge located in floodplain.

What alternative sites were considered, if any?
None - Rehabilitation work to existing bridge being performed.

Were any mitigation measures utilized on this project? If so, please describe.
No - There will be no permanent fill placed in the floodplain as a result of this project.

To the best of my knowledge, this project has complied with all applicable Local, State, and Federal Floodplain protection standards.

Print Name: Sage Flannagan

Signature: 

Title: Project Manager